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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

For more than six years, George Lincoln Rockwell and his

American Nazi Party , with an illusory organizational substance and a

national membership of social misfits numbering less than 100, have
w

flaunted the swastika in the face of the American people. Calling his
#

party a "political" party, Rockwell aim6 for election to the governorship

of Virginia by 1966, and the Presidency of the United States by 1972. Once

the Presidency is attained, the American Nazi Party plans to exterminate

all "treasonous Jews" through methods used by Hitler's Nazis, banish all

American Negroes to Africa, and amend the Constitution of the United States

to conform to Nazi whims.

Behind the masks of patriotism, anticommunism, and Aryan
• • •

*

supremacy, Rockwell is dedicated to creating a climate of religious and
9

racial hatred against the main targets of his venom --the Jews and Negroes

in the United States. Nazi literature, emanating from a printing press in

the ramshackle headquarters in Arlington, Virginia, is replete with an

Insulting and savage sense of humor depriving its victims of all semblance

of dignity.

Although Rockwell claims that he and his troopers never engage

in violence except in self-defense, the garish and theatrical demonstrations
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staged by this group are intended deliberately to provoke breaches

of the peace and riotous action.
•

• *
• . •* - • * *

.

George Lincoln Rockwell is an egocentric and a chronic
• •

failure who created the shabby, small-time enterprise which he
I .

named the American Nazi Party in order to abate his tormenting
* *

• •
*

*

ambitions to achieve fame. Carrying the war-tattered banner of a

vanquished enemy the world would like to forget, Rockwell leads

his heterogeneous "army" against an imaginary "Zionist conspiracy."
• • •

Distasteful costumes, contemptible slogans, and disruptive tactics
I

have brought national attention to Rockwell, inflating him and his
4

group far beyond their due.

Although inordinate publicity has made Rockwell and his
• *

American Nazi Party into national nuisances, the pseudomilitary
%

nature of the group, the fanatic and psychotic following, and the

presence of firearms in Party headquarters all indicate that this is a

potentially dangerous organization.

- ii-
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I. GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL

A. Personal Back
4

1. Birth

On March 9, 1918, according to George Lincoln Rockwell in his

autobiography, "This Time the World, " the "greatest marathon race of

human history was launched, " for it was on that date that George Lincoln
#

Rockwell was born in Bloomington, Illinois. He was one of three children

of Claire Schade — whose father was German — and George Lovejoy Rockwell,

who, as "Doc" Rockwell, attained some renown as a stage and radio comedian
ft

in the 1920s and 1930s.

By the time Rockwell was six years old, his parents were

divorced. Thereafter, he spent half of his time with a "tyrannical" aunt

and the other half with his father and "his common-law wife" in Maine.

2. Education

Rockwell completed four years of high school in Atlantic City,

New Jersey, but failed to graduate because of what he described as his

one-man "strike" against a teacher. He attended Central High School in

Providence, Rhode Island, where he repeated his senior year and was

graduated. He next attended Hebron Academy near Lewiston, Maine. In

the Fall of 1938, he was admitted to Brown University in Providence,

Rhode Island.
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As Rockwell writes, it was the Director of Admissions at Brown

who gave him the first clue that he "might be different from other people.

"

• «

«
*

Rockwell was told that he had the worst scholastic record of any one ever
$ *

admitted to the university but also had attained the highest grade ever
A . 0 *

given on the college aptitude test. Rockwell attended Brown University
I ’

£

until March 20, 1941, when he officially withdrew. In his last semester

he had begun to major in philosophy. He received no degrees. From
• .

approximately 1947 to 1949, he studied art tinder the G1 Bill of Rights
*

• »

at Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, Mew York.

3. Service Record

On March IS, 1941, Rockwell enlisted as an aviation cadet in

£

the United States Maval Reserve (USNR). Upon completion of flight

• w

training in March, 1942, he was commissioned an Ensign, USNRT During

#

his naval service, he served aboard the U. S. S. "Omaha, " U. S. S. "Wasp,

and U.S.S. "Mobile" in the Atlantic aHd Pacific theaters. By 1945, when

he returned to civilian life, he had risen to the rank of Lieutenant Commander

During the Korean War, he was recalled to active duty in 1950

as a Lieutenant Commander and served in a training capacity at the

Maval Air Base in Coronado, California, unto 1952, when he was attached

to Fleet Aircraft Service Squadron 107. During this assignment, he
»

served in Iceland and attained the rank of Commander. He was released

- 2 -
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from active duty October 20, 1954. While in an inactive duty status, he was

associated with the Naval Air Reserve Training Unit until 1957.

On February 1, I960, a personal hearing before a Board of

Officers was granted to Rockwell in order that he could present a statement

answering specific charges contained in a recommendation to the Secretary

%

of the Navy that he be discharged from the Naval Reserve. The basis for

the action was his association with Nazi-type organizations; his espousal

of race and religious hatred; his improper use of his rank and status in the

Naval Reserve to foster hatred; and, his disregard of existing naval rules

requiring permission to depart from the United States. Rockwell had made

a trip to Iceland in 1959 to effect a reconciliation with his second wife.
*

In defense, Rockwell read a prepared statement in which he
• * .

expressed hope to "convince the members of this Board that it would not

only NOT be in the best interest of the Navy and the Country to dismiss me

from the Service, but that my retention in the face of the organized pressure

on the Navy Department will be a great and historic service to our American

Republic and our beleaguered people. " Rockwell had 6,000 copies of this

statement prepared for "distribution. " The decision of the Board ordered

that Rockwell be discharged from the USNR under honorable conditions.

4 <

l
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4. Marital Status

Rockwell has been married twice. On April 24, 1943, he was

married to Judith Aultmann in Barrington, Rhode Island. Three children

were bom of this marriage, which ended in divorce in 1953. On

October 3, 1953, during his assignment in Iceland, Rockwell married

Thora Hallgrimmson, niece of the then Icelandic Ambassador to the

United States. On their honeymoon, Rockwell and his bride visited

Adolf Hitler's former retreat at Berchtesgaden, Germany. After eight

years of a very trying existence, Rockwell's second wife returned to

Iceland with the three children bom of their marriage. She divorced

him on October 15, 1961.

In January, 1960, Judith Aultmann Rockwell brought suit
« • «

against Rockwell asking support payments for her three children. In

February, 1960, he was ordered by the Domestic Relations Court of

Arlington, Virginia, to pay $80 a month for three months with the amount
4

gradually increasing to $200 a month by January, 1961. During this

hearing, it was brought out that Rockwell had no funds of his own and

that he depended for support upon his organization. He told the Court

that he expected more money as his organization grew.

w

1
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From 1945 until he recalled to active duty in the United States

Naval Reserve, Rockwell, utilizing his artistic talent and training,
»

attempted to make an adequate living tor his first wife and family. Through*

out the Summers of 1946 and 1947, he ran a commercial art shop in
a

Boothbay Harbor, Maine. About 1949, he and several associates formed an

advertising company in Portland, Maine, which he later sold. He held a

variety of positions in the advertising and public relations fields . During

these years, he established the Rockwell Publishing Company, Incorporated,

in Portland, Maine, and did public relations work for the Maine State

Chamber of Commerce. In 1950, he was recalled to active naval duty and

stationed in California.
•

' •• '*

.
• • •

Up to this point, Rockwell claims to have had no explicit political

ambitions. He had rebelled against the "liberalism" he had found in his

educational experience at Brown University and Pratt Institute, but it did

not stimulate him to counteraction.

B. Development of Extremist Views

During his assignment in California, Rockwell indicates that he

became intensely interested in the careers of Senator Joseph McCarthy and

*

General Douglas MacArthur and was appalled at their treatment by the press

\S

- 5 -
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be states, at this point in his life that he was introduced to

what he suspected as being the strength and determination of the Jews

to deliberately slant the news.

To corroborate this newly discovered knowledge, Rockwell
#

says he did further research at the San Diego Public Library and

found there irrefutable, documentary evidence that "communism is

Judaism. " He awakened, so he writes, from "thirty years of stupid

political sleep. " The more research he did, the more he became

convinced of an "international Jewish conspiracy" to destroy the

civilization of the gentiles and "quietly conquer and subdue the world

under the bloody, old-testament despotism of the ’King of Zion. ’" On

one of his ventures into San Diego bookshops, he found a copy of

Adolf Hitler’s "Mein Kampf" and "that was the end of one Lincoln

Rockwell, the ’nice guy,’—the dumb ’Goy —and the beginning of an

entirely different person. H

Imbued with the ideology of Hitler’s National Socialism and

tilled with a desire to save the world from a "Jewish-Communist-Zionist

conspiracy," Rockwell decided that hi6 future lay in the political arena

But, a new wife and family, plus demands for alimony from his first

wife, necessitated financial resources.

- 6 -
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Upon release from the service in October, 1954, his first

unsuccessful venture was the founding of a magazine for servicemen's

wives called ”U. S. Lady." Because of what he called a conspiracy on the

part of his co-workers, be rT forced to sell his interest in the magazine.

It was actually his intent to use the magazine as a political organ which led

to an unsympathetic reaction on the part of his co-workers.

After sporadic employment, Rockwell began a serious effort to

force his way into the conservative right wing. But, he writes, he found the

conservatives to be the "world'6 champion ostriches, muttering to each other

down under the sand in 'secret, ' while their plumed bottoms wave in the

breezes for the Jews to kick at their leisure. " Broke and rejected as a

leader by his right-wing contacts, he was forced again to seek employment.

From 1955 to 1958, Rockwell worked for various right-wing

individuals. Robert Snowden, organizer of the Americansfbr Constitutional

Action, employed Rockwell as an organized in 1855. Convinced of

Rockwell's fanaticism and disgusted with his insubordination, Snowden fired
9

him in September, 1956.

In 1956, Rockwell did editorial work for Russell Maguire, former

publisher of the "American Mercury" magazine. During this period, Rockwell

met DeWest Hooker, a wealthy American with unrestrained pro-Nazi

leanings who had drawn together potential juvenile delinquents and formed

- 7 -
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the Rationalist Youth League in Hew York City. The plans of Rockwell

and Booker to es h a Nazi party on the American political scene

tailed to materialize, and Hooker returned to the business world and

eventually took up residence in Italy.

In early 1958, Rockwell, dressed in his Naval Commander's uniform,

went to Newport News, Virginia, to the home of William Scott Stephenson,

the editor of a prosegregation magazine called "The Virginian. " He applied

for employment and presented samples of his writings and art work.

Stephenson bought a number of caricatures, but when he learned of Rockwell's

pro-Nazi leanings he severed relations. At this time, Rockwell reportedly

.
did some free-lance propaganda writing for the white supremacist group calling

itself the National States Eights Party, but he not employed full time

because his monthly financial needs exceeded what this group could afford to pay.

Rockwell states he was determined to set up a program which
•

was, in essence, Nazi, but, like some other neofascist groups, he at first

— .
* .

tried to disguise it. Remembering that £he "ultimate smear of the Jews"
*

was "you're a Nazi, " he decided to be an "OPEN, ARROGANT, ALL-OUT

NAZI, not a sneaky Nazi. ..with the swastika, storm-troops, and open

*

declarations of. . . intentions to gas the Jew- traitors. .
.

"

• *

Through Stephenson, Rockwell met one Harold Noel Arrowsmith, Jr.

,

a rabidly anti-Semitic multimillionaire from Baltimore, Maryland, who

had been residing in Mainz, Germany. Arrowsmith' s association with

Stephenson had disintegrated, and he saw in Rockwell a welcome means

- 8 -
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o! airing his obsessive hatred for the Jewish people. On l£ay 10, 1958,

Rockwell and his long-searched-for financial 1’anger' left Newport News

together.

a

By now, Rockwell was known as a violent anti-Semite. From

a residence at 6512 Williamsburg Boulevard in Arlington, Virginia,

purchased by Arrowsmith, Rockwell began to print and disseminate his
4

•
*

hate propaganda ascribed to the "National Committee to Free America
#

from Jewish Domination. " But, fay September, 1958, he and Arrowsmith

had fallen out, and Arrowsmith had instituted court action for Rockwell's

eviction from the premises and for the return of printing equipment.
a

In 1959, Rockwell founded the parent organization to the

American Nazi Party.

- 9 -
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AMERICAN NAZI PARTY

A. n and History

1. Foundin;

9

The American Nazi Party has been variously referred to as
* .

•• f

the World Union of Free Enterprise National Socialists (WUFENS), the

American Nazi Party (ANP), and the George Lincoln Rockwell Party.

WUFENS was organized in February, 1959, at a meeting at

• 9

Rockwell’s residence in Arlington, Virginia, attended by six persons,
• «

supposedly the leadership corps of the organization. The following

9

month, WUFENS printed a program with an introduction by Lincoln
ft

ft

Rockwell. In his introduction, Rockwell claimed that "Jewish

Bolshevism" had grown into an .earth-conqueringmonster which could

be overcome only by a unified, world-wide effort to free humanity

from Jewish domination and subversion.

The program listed seven immutable principles characterized

as "fundamental, absolute and timeless Truth":

"1 . . .an honest man can never be happy in

naked scramble for material gain and C(

"2
. society can function successfully

an ORGANISM. .

.

"3 . man make6 a genuine progress only

Nature humbly and
laws

- 10 -
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*'4. . . . struggle is the vital element of all

evolutionary progress and the very

essence of life. ..

"5. . . .no man is entitled to the services

and products of the labor of his fellow

man, unless he contributes at least an

EQUAL amount of goods or services o

his own production or invention. .

.

*'6. . . .it is to the advantage of society to see
that every honest man has freedom and
opportunity to achieve his maximum
potentials . .

.

”7. . . .Adolf Hitler was the gift of an inscrutable

Providence to a world on the brink of

Jewish-Bolshevik catastrophe. .
.

"

2. Use of Name ''American Nazi Pa

Early in I960, Rockwell began referring to his group as the

American Nazi Party of the World Union of Free Enterprise National
• «

$ * • / «

w-

Socialists. Several months later, he started using the name American

Nazi Party alone.

In 1962, the General Assembly of the State of Virginia cancelled

the charter of the American Nazi Party and forbade the State Corporation

Commission to issue another containing the term "Nazi" or "National

Socialists." Accordingly, Rockwell renamed his organization the

George Lincoln Rockwell Party, and a charter was issued on September 20,

1962. However, Rockwell and the news media still refer to it as the

American Nazi Party.

- 11 -
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B. International Aspects

1. General

When WUFENS was formed, announced that it would

be an international movement but that the section of the organization

in the United States would be known as the American Party of WUFENS

In November, 1964, Rockwell, with typical egotism, stated, *Tm head

of the World Union of National Socialists which I established in London

two or three years ago. We now have units in most western countries,

and some of the countries behind the Iron Curtain.”

The ANP’s international ramifications have been mainly limited

to correspondence with persons of similar views in numerous countries

throughout the world — England, Canada, Germany, France, Sweden,

Denmark, Norway, Australia, Austria, Iceland, Egypt, Saudi Arabia,

Japan, and several South American countries, particularly Argentina.

As head of the ANP, Rockwell has visited two of these countries —
a

England and Canada.

2. England

In August, 1962, Rockwell was present at a camp meeting

in Gloucestershire, England, attended by delegates from various

National Socialist groups throughout the world. Shortly thereafter, he
.

• •

was deported from England because his presence was "not for the public

- 12 -
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good. " Upon his return to the United States, he published the so-called

"Cotswold Agreements, •' describing the formation of a new international

Nazi movement of which he intended to be the head.

Rockwell privately admitted that such a movement was, in fact,

not formed and this statement was inserted into the documents only in the
I

hope that it would harass people of the Jewish faith. Actually, the assertion

was made to enhance hi6 own importance. Rockwell informed American

authorities in October, 1962, that if an international organization of this

type was actually formed with headquarters in the United States, he would

register in accordance with the Foreign Agents Registration Act.

During the Summer of 1964, the secretary of the western division

of the ANP was maintaining contact with members of the British National

Socialist movement and forwarding them copies of local ANP newsletters

and publications

.

3 . Canada

Although Canadian officials have banned Rockwell's entry Into

Canada, he has twice managed to 6llp across the border. The last time was

in November, 1964, when he went there to fulfill a speaking engagement —

later cancelled — at the University of British Columbia. Rockwell claimed

to have been disguised as a bearded rabbi when he crossed the border,

although this was later discounted and considered to be merely a move for

publicity

.

- 13 -
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In March, 1964, -a small group of Vancouver Island,- British Columbia,

Canada, students reportedly formed a branch of the ANP and posted

swastikas, hate slogans, and anti- Jewish propaganda on bulletin boards.

However, these students appear to have been impressionable juveniles,

and there is no indication that a branch of the ANP exists in Canada

4. West German

Several years ago, West Germany banned the importation of

Nazi artifacts and trappings from Nazi movements, particularly from

Rockwell's group in the United States. The West German Government

. has expressed concern with the importation of Nazi propaganda, especially

from the United States

.

5. Other Attempts at International Prominence

As further evidence of Rockwell's attempts to project himself

onto the international scene, he has written letters toworld-famous

individuals. In February, 1959, Rockwell directed a letter to

United Arab Republic President Gamel Abdel Nasser complaining about

the treatment he, Rockwell, was accorded by Nasser's "representatives”

in the United States

.

In March, 1964, Rockwell directed a letter to then Soviet

Premier Nikita Khrushchev in which he submitted questions dealing

with the attitude of the Soviet Union regarding racial issues. He

- 14 -
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ended his letter by stating: "I consider you a mortal enemy, but I am not

ashamed to admit I respect your guts, directness and dedication.

"

6. Issuance of Passport to Rockwell

In September, 1964, Rockwell was issued a passport by the

State Department valid for three years' travel to all countries except

Albania, Cuba, and those portions of China, Korea, and Vietnam under

communist control. In filling out hi6 application, Rockwell indicated a

proposed 90 -day trip to Argentina, Chile, Paraguay, $>ain, Portugal,

Norway, Sweden, and Iceland. There i6, however, no indication that he

has visited any of these countries

.

C. Objectives
+

1. Election to Political Office
» * .

The ANP pretends to be a legitimate political party, and

Rockwell’s ultimate objective is the Presidency of the United States. The
V
%

first step is the governorship of Virginia which Rockwell predicts he will

attain by election in 1966. He forecasts that former Senator Barry Goldwater

will be elected President in 1968 as a reaction against President Johnson

but will betray the American people by causing a depression and race

wars. As a result, Rockwell theorizes, people will rally toRockwell: "I

will not have a mass organization until there is an economic catastrophe.
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Not until the people are poor. You *t make a revolutionary out of a

with two cars and an electric lawn mower and a fur toilet seat.

"

Until that day , Rockwell intends to continue training his

small tut "elite counter-revolutionary officers corps." By 1972, he

claims that the ANP will be strong enough to take advantage of the

chaos by legal means and take over the Government.

When he becomes President — and he speaks of it as a'

certainty — Rockwell intends to draw up amendments to the Constitution

which will, among other things, establish a National Eugenics

Commission to encourage selective breeding; confer United States

citizenship at the age of 18 instead of its being given automatically at
*

birth; abolish the "Marxist" United Nations; establish a National
• •

Economic Integrity Commission to eliminate speculation; establish a

National Free Opinion Network of Newspapers, Television, Radio,

Books, and Magazines to insure real freedom of the press; and,

reform teen-age criminals by placing them in paramilitary volunteer

Police Youth Auxiliaries to patrol America's crime -ridden streets.

2. Liauidation of Jews

In Rockwell’s own words, one of the principal objectives of

his party is to "provide a forceful yet legal opposition to the

Communist Party and race -mixing. " Although he claims that his party

r
- 16 -



is not totally anti-Semitic and is opposed only to "treasonous” Jews, he

openly states that about 95 per cent of the Jews in America are guilty of

treason. Over a door In the headquarters of the Party, hangs a sign which

reads: ’’The Jews Are Through in 72. ”
a

When the ANP takes over the United States Government in 1972,

i

its program calls for:

(1) Execution of all Jews proved to have taken part

in Marxist or Zionist plots of treason.
4

(2) Removal of all disloyal Jews from positions where
they can control non-Jewish thoughts or actions,

particularly from the press, government,
education, entertainment, and courts.

(3) Establishment of an International Treason Tribunal

to investigate, try, and publicly hang, in front of

the United States Capitol, all non-Jews who are

convicted of having consciously acted as fronts for
vV

Jewish treason or subversion or have violated their

oaths of office or participated in any form of treason

against their nations or humanity.

3. Resettlement of Negroes

The ANP regards Negroes as "second class citizens.” When

the Party is in power, it plans to transport them to Africa by first

appropriating ten billion dollars a year for five years to build a modern

industrial nation in Africa complete with shopping centers, cities, airlines,

and all modern conveniences to attract them. It will then grant $10,000 to

eveiy Negro family of five or more migrating to the new country to help

- 17 -
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them build a home and establish a business. According to Rockwell's

plans, no Negro will be "FORCED” to return to Africa, but all those

remaining in America will be rigidly segregated noncitizens.

4. Phases of St :le for Power

Rockwell has indicated that the ANP's struggle for power

involves five phases: (1) to make Itself known to the masses; (2) to

disseminate and clarify its program; (3) to organize the people who

have been converted to its propaganda; (4) to attain power legally

through the votes of the newly won masses; and, (5) to sweep the

"traitors" out of office and into the gas chambers.

According to Rockwell, phase one has been successfully

I

completed, as he is now "known all over the world. " Phase two is in

the process of completion. As soon as Rockwell starts campaigning
4

for governor of Virginia in 1966, phase three will begin.

D. Propaganda and Publicity

1. Literature

a. General

The hate propaganda disseminated by the ANP is as vicious,

repulsive, and unrestrained as any on the American scene today. The

illustrated and written material—often created by Rockwell and

- 18 -
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printed on a printing press kept at Party headquarters—contains macabre

Ingulfs and a brutal humor deliberately designed to denude the Kegro and

Jewish people of human dignity

b. onten

Leaflets, pamphlets, brochures, throwaways, stickers, and

other types of easily disseminated "messages" are the more co on types

of ANP propaganda. One repugnant pamphlet disseminated by the Party

advertises a ’'Brotherhood Nigger -Talk Dictionary” compiled by the ANP

"as a public service” for parents whose children are attending Integrated

schools. "There is even a section of this handy brotherhood-dictionary

explaining how to be tactful about inter-racial love. ”

Inside this pamphlet is a drawing of a "Familiarization Kit"

whose contents include such odious items as "SELECTED ROCKS carefully
w

balanced and weighted for breaking out school windows,” "PACK OF
4

MARIJUANA reefer cigarettes for smoking at interracial orgies, etc.

"SWITCHBLADE KNIFE lightning fast, extra-long blade for stabbing
I

students," and "SPANISH FLY powerful aphrodisiac for slipping into

girl-friend’s whi6ky or wine. ”

Another offensive piece of ANP propaganda is a printed ticket

called "Coon-Ard Lines, Boat Ticket to Africa." This is a favorite with

- 19 -
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ANP members and is disseminated frequently. The ticket entitles

"one Nigger to: Free trip on a Luxury Liner, with. . .All the bananas

and choice cuts of Missionary desired. . . . Barrel of axle grease for

hair. Delicately scented with nigger-sweat. Free Jar of meat
»

tenderizer. . . .Chicken coop and Watermelon patch on deck. . . . Plenty of

Wine, marijuana, heroin and other refreshments.

"

A similar bit of abhorrent ANP propaganda entitled

"Fabulous Benefits of the Jew Communist Traitor's Surrender Pass"

has been circulated. 'This PASS entitles the Jew traitor to the

following benefits/'such as "to be gassed toward the very last. . .

.

Autographed copy of 'What a Shock 1* by Julius and Ethyl Rosenberg

to read in Gas-chamber waiting room. . . . Extra large -size, giant,

Kosher nose -plugs, to avoid 'that gassy odor' until the end. . .

.

• • •
*

<»

In 1962, Rockwell, with the aid of several troopers and a

decrepit printing press at Party headquarters, printed his autobiography,

'This Time the World. " The book is dedicated in flowery terms to

Adolf Hitler and contains numerous photographs of Hitler and the

German Army . It begins with a photograph of the author in his

Naval Commander* s uniform and is full of "honest little confessions

of human foibles" which the author believes "will make it difficult

later on to establish the political legend about my person which

- 20 -
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^iii be necessary to provide the White Race with the strong leadership it

must have if White Western Civilization is to survive.

"

"The Rockwell Report," which appears monthly or every two

months, is a psuedo newspaper in which Rockwell comments cm and makes

predictions regarding national and international occurrences, lashes out at

hecklers and enemies, and discusses ANP business.

"The Stormtrooper, " a bimonthly magazine, contains articles

regarding aspects of national and international Nazism and feature articles

containing scurrilous squibs about Jews and Negroes.

c. Distribution

ANP literature turns up in almost all areas of the country. It is

placed under windshield wipers, handed to pedestrians, mailed to teen-agers.
• «

^

passed out during demonstrations, or disseminated in other ways to the

public. ANP literature has been distributed in such places as Las Cruces,
v

. v

New Mexico; Severna Park, Maryland; Hot Springs, Arkansas; and

Livingston, Montana. In February, 1965, pamphlets emanating from the

ANP were found tucked in books in a Lansing, Michigan, news store.

Rockwell has utilized teen-agers to disseminate his propaganda

At a rally held in Springfield, Massachusetts, in October, 1962, three

young boys and a girl placed anti-Semitic, anti-Negro literature on the

windshields of about 30 cars.

- 21 -
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2. Demonstrations

a. Picketin

Demonstrations are one of the n e *3Uv ways in which

Rockwell not only propagates his hate but receives much desired

publicity. The most common method of demonstrating is the picket

line. The visits of foreign dignitaries, the showing of films such

as '’Exodus, " Communist Party celebrations, and civil rights

demonstrations are but a few of the happenings which draw ANP

picket lines. As often as possible, the White House is the spot selected

for the picketing.

b. Counterdemonstrations

Rockwell keeps abreast of planned demonstrations and activities

in the Washington area and, if there is a possibility of publicity, he sends
0

ANP demonstrators to the scene either to counterpicket or to disrupt the
#

event. Recently during ceremonies In Washington, D. C. , welcoming a

visiting African dignitary, a truck filled with black-faced, costumed

ANP troopers drove around the streets parallel to the parade route.

On January 5, 1965, Rockwell issued a press release

announcing a contemplated "Racial Sanity March on Harlem" in the

Summer of 1965. The release states: "If it is legal and proper for Brooklyn

Jews and Negroes to 'invade’ Mississippi to 'educate’ the citizens there, then

- 22 -
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sorely It la legal for Mississippians and other citizens o! the U. 8. South
k

to walk the streets of Harlem to ’educate' the blacks there to American

ways. " The release indicates Rockwell intends to ask the Attorney

General of the United States far protection, but if the authorities "are lax

in enforcing our rights in Harlem, we shall be forced to do what we can

to protect ourselves from the restless natives, and we have no intentions

of winding up in any Harlem stew-pot.

"

c. Public Meetings and Speeches

The open-air meeting is another favorite propaganda method.

In March, 1960, Rockwell announced his intentions of holding weekly open-

air meetings. Flanked by three or four uniformed storm troopers, he stood

on a hastily constructed platform over which the ANP banner was supported

by two American flags. These meetings were usually held during the
-

spring and summer on the Mall in Washington, D. C.
,
and were intended to

acquaint the public with the aims and purposes of the Party and recruit

additional members. On occasion, the audience, though sparse, became

violent, and a melee ensued. After more misses than hits and more

confusion than violence, Rockwell and his disheveled troopers would, if

not arrested lor disorderly conduct, return to headquarters, where they

exchanged lies of bravado under fire.

37
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In May, 1063, Rockwell and 20 members traveled to Reading,

Pennsylvania, wherehe spoke at the Bandshell in City Park. Afterward,

carrying American and Nazi flags and wearing swastika a bands, the

group marched across Skyline Drive in Pennsylvania about five miles

distant where Rockwell made an open-air speech.

Rockwell travels extensively throughout the countzy. His

itinerary for November, 1664, for instance, included appearances in

Tulsa, Oklahoma; Dallas, Texas; Little Rock, Arkansas; Shreveport

and New Orleans, Louisiana; Jackson, Mississippi; Birmingham, Alabama;

Nashville, Tennessee; and cities in North Carolina.

d. Campus Appearances

In recent years, student groups on campuses throughout the
• . •

United States have extended invitations to controversial speakers

representing divergent political groups in the United States. Under

V

this trend, Rockwell has been tendered numerous invitations, has

spoken at many colleges, and has received remuneration. "If I can

win even a small group. . . in each college, I can win the youth,

"

Rockwell has said.

Some of these invitations have been cancelled, but among

those institutions where Rockwell has spoken are Carleton College,

Western Washington State College, San Jose City College,

- 24 -
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Francisco State College, Stanford University, Antioch College,

University of Chicago, San Diego State College, University of Michigan,

Hunter College, Colorado State College, and University of Hawaii.

A

Most of Rockwell's appearances are without incident mainly

because of the precautions taken by the institutions. Audience reaction,

however, has not always been passive. During Rockwell's talk at

* •

San Diego State College on March 9, 1962, eggs were thrown at the stage

and a student came out of the audience, struck him, and broke his glasses.

When he spoke at the University of Michigan on October 13, 1964,

s

Considerable heckling was done and several eggs were thrown at the stage.

Threats of a bomb planted in the hall were received when Rockwell appeared

on the campus of the University of Chicago in February, 1963.

9

The most effective weapon of dissent used by college audiences

is the silent treatment. At Antioch College, Rockwell was infuriated by

4

complete silence which confronted his remarks. When he finished speaking

and asked if there were any questions, the audience rose and filed silently

out of the auditorium. Students at San Francisco State utilized this

technique to show their disapproval when Rockwell spoke on October 29, 1964
*

About 300 members of a Jewish group at the college wore "Star of David"

bands or lapel buttons.

- 25 -
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Although Rockwell is the main representative of the ANP

on campuses, other members have appeared. The head of the vest

coast branch of the Party, "Captain" Ralph Forbes, spoke at the

University of California at Berkeley on May 22, 1964, before a capacity

crowd of 6,500. The audience, described as good-natured and
*

humorous, simply laughed at his presentation,

e. Stunts

Publicity stunts during demonstrations are a favorite ANP
• «

device. In 1962, during a demonstration in front of a Washington, D. C.,

theater, a trooper dragged a Soviet flag along the sidewalk. When this

0

did not get sufficient attention, the trooper bolted through the crowd

%

at the entrance, threw the flag on the carpet in the lobby, and began-
# * ••

4

tramping on it. A police officer picked up the flag, returned it to the

trooper, and ordered him to rejoin the line. He then threw it on the
- c

%

sidewalk and stamped on it. He was placed under arrest and charged with

disorderly conduct.

One tried-and-true method of gaining publicity involves the

use of handcuffs. On at least three occasions, ANP pickets have

handcuffed themselves to the iron gates of embassies in Washington, D. C.

It was necessary to use either wire cutters or files to extricate them.

All were arrested and charged with disorderly conduct.





'
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During a demonstration on Constitution Avenue in Washington, D. C.

,

in November, 1962, one ANP member went to the outer office of then

Attorney General Robert Kennety and handcuffed himself to a chair in the

office.

In March, 1965, during the civil rights demonstrations in

Washington, D C. ,
one ANP member climbed a tree in Lafayette Park

opposite the White House and handcuffed himself to a branch. The police

broke the branch and arrested the storm trooper, charging him with

disorderly conduct.

On three occasions, "Storm Trooper" Andrew Chappell has made

what are described as "hate runs. " On Sunday, March 10, 1963, wearing

a T-shirt with a swastika sewn on it and letters reading "50 Mile Run For

the White Race, " he ran 50 miles in 100 laps around Lafayette Park in

Washington, D. C. The run was supposed to demonstrate the superiority of

"Nazis over liberals, Jews and peace creeps, " and mimicked the "peace

walks" then taking place in the United States.

Chappell planned to run 110 miles to Richmond, Virginia, on

April 3, 1963, carrying an application for a new charter to be delivered

to the Virginia State Corporation Commission.

* • « «

During a demonstration at the Sylvan Theater on the Washington

Monument grounds in July, 1964, a hushed stillness ushered in the running

- 27 -
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Chappell clad in track clothes. Breathlessly, he loped to the rostrum

and announced he had completed the 110-mile run from Richmond as a

protest against civil rights demonstrations. Expecting to make a

dramatic entrance before thousands of people, the panting trooper was

somewhat disappointed at the crowd of not more than 30. Of course,
*

no sightings had been reported of any runner making his way along

the highway between Richmond and Washington.

In May, 1961, to counteract the Freedom Riders, Rockwell

dispatched a "hate bus" of 6torm troopers to New Orleans. Plastered

with racist signs, the bus was not permitted to enter the city until the

signs were removed. Once in the city, ANP picketing resulted in the
*

•

**’Y'

arrest of the storm troopers and Rockwell, who had traveled by air.
•

A similar type of this particular propaganda device was

V
used recently in San Francisco, California. Using a baby -blue pickup

truck with plywood sides sporting swastikas and signs such a6 "Hitler

was right; Jew race mixing is rotten" and "America for Whites,

Africa for Blacks," four members of the ANP drove around the city,

f. Disruptive Tactics

Disruptive tactics attain a large amount of publicity tor

*•

the ANP. In September, 1962, an ANP member, attending a meeting

of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference in Birmingham,

- 28 -
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Alabama, left bis seat, went onto the stage, and struck the speaker,

Dr. Martin Luther King. The trooper received 30 days in Jail for this

offense.
9

During meetings In June, 1964, at the National Theater in

Washington, D. C. , sponsored by the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
%

Committee, a civil rights group, concerning the Mississippi racial

situation, an ANP member ran up on the stage and began Binging ANP songs

.

He was literally dragged off the stage by police officers.

On June 18, 1964, an 18-year-old ANP trooper suddenly jumped

up from a seat in the United States Senate Gallery and began waving a Nazi

flag and shouting protests against passage of the civil rights legislation.

He was removed by Capitol police and taken to a hospital for psychiatric
9

observation.

On January 4, 1965, a member of the ANP, wearing black
*

# A

leotards, blackface make-up, a black top hat, and a bandana, ran onto the

floor of the United States House of Representatives during a roll call

shouting, 'T se the Mississippi delegation. I demand to be seated. " He

wa6 obviously mocking the efforts of the predominantly Negro Mississippi

Freedom Democratic Party to block the seating of that State's white

Congressmen. He was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct.

*
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• • • 3. Bones and Records

Songs and records are used by the ANP for propaganda

purposes. The following is an excerpt from a typical song sung at

ANP headquarters:

"The Jews are through in 72, Parley Vous,
The Jews are through in 72, Parley Vous!

. The Communist Jews in graves we'll close,

For headstones we'll stick out their nose.
Hinkey Dinkey Parley Vous!"

The ANP sponsors "Hatenannie6, " which are musical programs.

An advertisement for a "Hatenanny Hit Record" was recently printed by

the ANP calling attention to the "famous country music star" guitar*

playing Odis Cochran and "The Three Bigots" singing two songs entitled

ftShip Those Niggers Back" and "We Is Non-Violent Niggersl" «

4.

Publicity is the backbone 67 Rockwell's strategy and activities

During his speech at State University in Geneseo, New York, on

February 4, 1965, Rockwell was questioned regarding his possible
#

assassination. After hoping it would be a "clean shot, "he indicated,

as a second thought, .that perhaps a wound would be good, too, because

it would garner "world-wide publicity.

"

Rockwell strives for the shocking, the repulsive, and the

horrifying to gain public notice. Using such props as gorilla costumes,

- 30 -
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blackface make-up, and oversized noses, Rockwell turns his demonstrations

into carnivals of hate. In 1960, he sent troopers dressed in ape costumes

to picket the Washington Zoo. They carried placards reading "Free Our
i

Brothers" and "We Equals Want Civil Rights.

"

Publicity is, as he said, "the life-blood of a political movement.

"

When the press ignores him, he laments the "paper curtain" and blames the

Jews. He attempts to ensure notice by advising the press, law enforcement

authorities, and Jewish organizations of his scheduled activities.

Articles or statements which displease him provoke a demand

for public apology. He is continually either threatening or instituting legal

action. In September, 1964, he filed a $550,000 libel suit in the Federal

Court in Birmingham, Alabama, against "an ex-chiropractor named
—

Edward Fields," Information Director of the National States Rights Party,

claiming that for more than two years Fields had "engaged in a continuing
# •

.

conspiracy to ruin him. " Rockwell earlier had attempted unsuccessfully to

unite in principle with Fields, since the National States Rights Party is an

extremist organization which believes in white supremacy.

The slogans, "The Jews Are Through in 72,
tt ftStand With Us Or

Stand Out of Our Way," and "Communism Is Jewish," are but three of many

used by the ANP. Rockwell relies on his artistic talents to prepare the

offensive slogans which appear on demonstration placards.
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E . Membershi

1. Size

It appears that ANP headquarters recently have had considerable
e

difficulty defining ANP membership. Membership was formerly divided

between dues -paying and associate members, or sympathizers. The
+

latest determination is that regular members are those who live out-

side the headquarters area and participate in any ANP activity. Storm

troopers are those in residence at the ANP barracks in Arlington,

Virginia. It should be noted, however, that Rockwell and Party literature

refer to participating members as troopers.

The actual total membership of the ANP numbers below 100.

On occasion, Rockwell explains the small membership by saying that
*

• •

he is keeping the Party small but well disciplined. "We’re not a mass

movement yet, " he concedes. ttfm building up an officer corps of

counter-revolutionaries. Every one of our people is required to be

readty to die for what he believes in and might Just do that, and more.

Lots of them go to jail. Almost all of them. As a result, you don't

find too many people who want to dabble in that kind of politics. " At

other times, he claims a higher figure. During an answer period

following a speech at Stanford University in November, 1964, he said,

"We have about 700 hard core. . .Storm Troopers all over the
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country. . . .But in addition to that I have about 12,000 people who actively

sympathize, 'write to us and sometimes help us. In addition to that. . . I

think there are about 10 million Americans that are mighty grateful that

we are operating.

"

2 . pes Attracted

The ANP has especial attraction for the school dropouts, the

failures, the misfits, the mentally ill, and the potentially violent. Almost

all of the troopers are below thirty years of age. Many have but an

elementary education. The majority have attended from one to three years

of high school. Some have attended colleges and universities, but only a

few have obtained degrees.

A sampling of the backgrounds given on 19 applications reveals
.••V-

4

that 13 applicants have arrest records for such charges as disorderly

conduct, assault, carrying dangerous weapons, attempted rape, armed

robbery, and burglary.

Of the 19, eight have a history of mental disorders. One was

categorized as "a victim of paranoia with systematized delusions of

persecution. ” Another suffered from "acute paranoid schizophrenic

reaction. ” A psychiatric examination revealed another to be an "anxious,

tense male evidencing poorly controlled hostility." One individual stated

on his application that the reason for his dishonorable discharge from the
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United States Army in tbe Korean War was "disobeying orders and
»

taking it upon myself to exterminate prisoners when captured. "

a

In the Fall of 1961 ,
three members of the ANP were

arrested and charged with carnal knowledge of minors. All were

involved with underaged girls who had been frequenting ANP

headquarters in Arlington.

Although Rockwell speaks against "queers, " there is

evidence that some homosexuals have sought refuge in the ANP. Some

members on the west coast, including former leader Leonard Holstein,

were accused of homosexual activities. Recently, a member of the

Party directed a letter to Rockwell complaining of the homosexual

activities of "top men in the ANP" and threatening to resign in the

absence of official action. He stated he could tolerate the reputation

of being a fascist but could never tolerate an association with "queers.

"

. *

There has been no indication, however, that Rockwell

himself has homosexual tendencies.

3. Reasons for Joining

Under the section on the ANP application entitled "Reason

for Joining, " one applicant stated, '1 want a mighty nation united

under the philosophy that might makes right and weaklings are a social

injustice.

"

>

55
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Another wrote, '1 love my God, my family and my white brothers

everywhere. To the enemies of these I pledge total destruction. " One
t

applicant joined the ANP to save the "white race from mixing themselves to

death. " Another joined "because Fm a Nazi at hart. " One wanted to join

"to fight Jewry, communism, capitalism, socialism, syndicalism, satinism,

immorality and race mixing. " "Capitalism and Communist and Jews, 11

wrote another "at least and are for them sett only. Only is a sociatists

state do we have everyone in mind. . .
.

"

Teen-agers

Although the minimum age for membership in the ANP is 18, one

of the ANP' s main target groups is the teen-ager, for Rockwell has

persistently attempted to gain a following among high school youths.
I - %

• *
•

Many of the teen-agers who manifest an interest in the ANP show

distinct signs o! mental instability or illness. A 17 -year-old Utah youth who

was interested in the ANP was described as being "high strung" and as

having attempted suicide in the past. A 15 -year -old Oklahoma youth who

rented a post office box in the name of the ANP was described as introverted,

studious, intelligent, and antisocial.

In May, 1963, four Long Island youths, armed with a submachine

gun, shot up their high school and the home of a teacher who had given
e

three of them poor grades. All had visited Rockwell's headquarters in
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Arlington, Virginia, and bad taken some literature. When arrested,
4

•
«

police found in one home an arsenal and quantities of Nazi hate

literature

.

t .

In September, 1964, a 16-year-old in North Carolina made

an effort to join the ANP. This boy had been under the care of a
• •

psychiatrist who considered him potentially dangerous and in need of
0

hospitalization.

A juvenile in Florida, suspected by the local police of

slashing women's undergarments on clotheslines, was in correspondence

with Rockwell. He made the comment to his friends that the Nazis

know how to kill Jews and he wanted to kill Jews also.

6. Women

Women take no active part in the ANP. In the Program of

the World Union of Free Enterprise National Socialists, it is stated

. <

categorically that the ’’disruptive doctrines of a false ’equality’—

meaning sameness with men" will be eliminated from our civilization

when the Nazis take over. At one time, Rockwell indicated that he

was going to establish a "Naziette’s Branch" to be called the "Shower

Troopers, ’’ but nothing ever came of it. Although a few females have

been listed as members, they have never been appointed to positions

of importance in the Party. The only woman known to work on

ANP premises is Rockwell's personal "secretary. ft
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. . . la on one side of the new "Hatenanny" record by coun-

try music star, Odls Cochran and the Three Bigots. "WE
IS MON-VIOLENT NIGGERS" is on the other side of this 45-

RPM disk. The "Haienanny" Is WHITE MANS' lolk-music

and is guaranteed to eet you humming the catchy tunes and

laughing at the "equal"-type niggers and "God's Chosen"-

type race-mixers. When you hear these Mississippi boys

a-pickin* and a-griunin’ their musical "hate" and "preju-

dice", you'll have more fun than a nigger in a watermelon

patch ! Friends will come from miles around to hear it I II

a dingy flock of "equals" tries to integrate your place, just

play "Hatenanny" and watch the coons head for the moon!

.... Listen to these "rave" notices: "Terrible! VILE!'

..Martin Luther Coon; "Will ruin integration 1" . .Lyndon

Baker Jenkins; * . "Don’t ship them back here J” • African Ape, etc. New ^ JSM|
York type lovers of "free speech" are doing their damndest to stoppro-^^^WJI
duction of "Hatenanny", so order yours NOW while we still have themv^ rvjr
available for immediate shipment ! Only! leach, 6 for $5! (Write for

wholesale rates. ) ^A

HATENANNY RECORDS. Box 5505, Aril; V nla.

Gentlemen: Please rush records of "HATENANNY". 1 Enclose

* in full payment,( at f 1 per record, 6 for f 5. 00.) I under-

stan3 "HATENANNY" is fully guaranteed, and, if I am not fully satisfied

I can return the record or records for Instant cash refund.

NAME (Please PRINT)

ADDRESS:

Advertisement For ANP Recordings
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1. National Headquarters

Under a court order initiated by Harold Noel Arrowsmith, Jr.

,

in September, 1958, Rockwell was evicted from 6512 Williamsburg
&

Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia, in June, 1959. He lived in temporary
%

quarters until January 11, 1960, when the ANP rented a building at
*
4

.
*• •

S28 North Randolph Street, Arlington, ostensibly for $160 a month. This
' I

•

property was purchased on January 7, 1960, for $21, 500 by Floyd Fleming,

a Rockwell associate and sympathizer, and his wife Emma. When Rockwell

and Fleming are getting along, the ANP reportedly has these quarters rent free,

but when any difficulty arises between the two, Fleming charges Rockwell

monthly rent. This address is currently the National Headquarters of the ANP.

In the Spring of 1961, the ANP occupied an additional residence
+ *

at 6150 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia, which is located about

three miles from the Randolph Street building. The house, in a chronic
%

state of disrepair, is situated out of view on a lot totaling 26 acres. Besides

being a barracks for P storm troopers, it is used for sleeping quarters

and some office work. It is also the site of open, weekly meetings of the ANP

The owner of this property has permitted the ANP to occupy it to protect it

from destruction by vandals and to force county authorities to rezone it for a

high-rise apartment project ’’Just to get rid of Rockwell. ” When Rockwell

was unable to meet the monthly rental of $225, the owner signed a

rental agreement with him whereby he would pay the sum of $1. 00 per month.
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cause of the undesirability of the present tenants, It is periodically

inspected by county authorities as a potential health hazard.

2. National and State Officers

The following individuals are considered national officers of the ANP:

r George Lincoln Rockwell, Self- styled National

Commander

Alan J. Welch, Lieutenant Colonel and Deputy National
KCommander

Matthias Koehl, Jr. ,
Major and National Secretary

Robert Allison Lloyd ,
Captain and Chief of

Security and Operations

John Patler, Captain and Officer in Charge of

Printing

There are no state officers as such in the P; however, Rockwell

has appointed individuals in different localities to act as the persons in charge

of local units.

3. Nationwide Units

a. General

The ANP's major units in the United States, in addition to national

headquarters in Arlington, Virginia, are centered in San Francisco and Glendale,

California; Chicago, Illinois; and Dallas, Texas. Supporters of Rockwell's view

and some independent groups who call themselves Nazis exist in many other cifcU
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and states Including Ohio, Florida, North Carolina, Colorado, Pennsylvania,

and Montana, among others

.

b. California

Regional headquarters have been established in San Francisco

for northern California and in Glendale for southern California. Rockwell

boasts these two are but the first of many that eventually will be formed in that

State.

(1) San Francisco Area

Several meetings of the Bay Area Unit of the ANP were held in

Oakland, California, during the Summer of 1964. One was presided over by a

’’Lieutenant, ” described by Rockwell as a ’’former Merchant Marine engineer

and a two-fisted, stem-jaw fighting man who is the very image of an American
t

• .
••

Nazi.

"

In January, 1965, five men- -three of them self-admitted members

of the ANP--met in a small, shabby room on Howard Street in San Francisco.

This ’’closed” or ’’underground” meeting began promptly at 8:30 p. m. with a

military click of heels, a stiff-arm salute, and a cry of ”Heil Hitler” directed

to a photograph of Hitler pinned on the wall. The following 90 minutes were

spent planning current projects of the regional group and discussing the Party’s
» •

long-range plans. According to one of the spokesmen, the immediate goal of

the regional group was to gain as much publicity as possible through public

demonstrations and distribution of racist propaganda.
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No individuals presently associated with this unit have received

membership cards. Four or five persons are engaged in ANP activities.

Open meetings are held weekly and are attended by the same five persons

week after week.

(2) Glendale

In December, 1964, Rockwell announced that the American Nazi

Party, Los Angeles (ANPLA).also known as the American Nazi Party,

Western Division (ANPWD),was establishing headquarters in a one-story

frame house at 823 East Colorado Street, Glendale, California, “because

. it's a white man's town. . . It's the best town for us. M This house is to be

open to the public but will be guarded at all times by an armed storm trooper.
4

The Glendale unit is headed by ’’Captain” Ralph Forbes, described

as a 24-year- old ex-Marine Corps corporal. Forbes was quoted in the press
4

as saying, 'll I thoi^rt killing. . . Martin Luther King would solve the nigger

£
problems I wouldn't hesitate to do It- -or at least try- -but I don’t think it

would accomplish anything but make a martyr out of him. ” Forbes boasts

that he has recruited more than 100 members into the ANP. Actually, there
t _

are at present 10 members in this unit. Open meetings are held at the

headquarters every week.

There is evidence that ANP activities existed in Glendale prior

to the establishment of these headquarters. During the Spring of 1964, an
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office on Glendale Avenue was leased for one year in the name of Ralph Forbes,
t

ostensibly to serve as a suite for a "Young Republican Club" the "Young

Republicans Against Goldwater. " A search of the premises unearthed Nazi

paraphernalia, including flags carrying the swastika, huge portraits of Hitler

and Rockwell, and a tan uniform and paratrooper boots.

The ANPLA evolved from a small group of Rockwell sympathizers

led by Leonard Holstein, who admitted to being half Jewish. Holstein had an

arrest record for assault with intent to murder. Three members, Including

Holstein, frequented a known hangout for narcotic addicts and homosexuals.

They initially began their association with Rockwell by purchasing swastika arm
4

bands from ANP headquarters in 1960. Rockwell removed Holstein from
%

4

leadership in 1963 and replaced him with "Lieutenant” Ralph Forbes.

c. Illinois

Since its founding in 1960, the ANP unit in Chicago, Illinois,; has
« 4

maintained headquarters at various locations. It is presently located in a

building at 1314 West Ohio Street, Chicago^, described as being in such a
*

dilapidated state that it is not fit for habitation. Membership is estimated at

a maximum of 10 to 12 persons. Wracked by apathy and indifference and lacking

disciplined leadership, the ineffectual Chicago unit is considered to be in a

6tate of degeneration.

d. Texas

There are reportedly two ANP groups operating in Dallas
,
Texas

.

One, headed by a printing salesman named Robert A. Surrey, is made up of
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t

people who do not want their affiliation with the ANP to become publicly known

It is alleged that about 30 persons attend weekly meetings of this group in

Surrey* s home. The other group, whose meetings reportedly are attended

by four persons, is headed by Jerald Thomas Walraven and openly participates

in various demonstrations. Surrey is alleged to be the Dallas leader of the

ANP,while Walraven is merely a ’’group commander.

"

There areno headquarters in Dallas at the present time; however,

it has been reported that the ANP has purchased a headquarters in the Oak Cliff

Section which is scheduled to be opened in the Spring of 1965 when it has been

extensively remodeled and ’’armed.
ft

4. Military Character

a. General—
At the inception of the ANP, when it was known as WUFENS,

Rockwell drew up a list of rules and regulations by which he planned to
-

• »

run the organization on a military basis. He outlined a chain of command,

certain security measures, disciplinary action, and other features common

to a military-type group. Some of these are still being observed.

b. Ranks and Uniforms
4

Members of the ANP are given military ranks apparently

based on those used by the United States Army and Hitler’ 6 Third

Reich. These range from Commander (Rockwell) downward through

i

t
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Lieutenant Colonel, Major, Captain, First Lieutenant, Lieutenant, 8torm

Leader, Group Leader, Troop Leader, Storm Trooper, and Probationary

Trooper

.

Their uniforms are patterned on those worn by Hitler's storm
l

troopers consisting of khaki trousers and shirt, dark brown belt, tie, boots,

and tan Army fatigue cap. Worn on the left arm is a red arm band embossed

with a black swastika in a white circle and a blue circle in the center of tie

swastika,

c. Training

Typical of ANP training programs was a three -day "National

Socialist Leadership Training Course" held at national ANP headquarters

in Arlington, Virginia, during the Summer of 1963. Approximately 25

people attended. Lectures delivered during this course covered such topics

as "Mass Propaganda," "Counter-Psychiatry," 'The Authoritarian Republic,"

'Propaganda, " "Picketing Procedure," "Basic Law and Procedure," "The

Front Organiaation , " "Party (ANP) Administration, " and "Survey of Right

Wing Methods. ”

On the evening of the last day of the course
,
a formal meeting

and a commencement exercise were held. During the commencement,

candles were lighted on an altar holding abust of Hitler in front of a swastika
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banner. One of the ANP members recited a litany to imprisoned Nazis,
*

and those in attendance shouted "Sieg Hell! " after each name was read.

d. Discipline

In line with military procedure, courts-martial are held in

cases of violation of ANP rules. In the latter part of 1964, a three-man

court-martial board heard charges against two members. After seven

hours of bitter charges and arguments, one member was found guilty and

expelled; the other was exonerated and retained his rank as "captain.

"

In another case, a member was charged with spreading rumors and

being friendly with a member of another extremist organization and

court-martialed. In January, 1965, a secret court-martial was held

for a member who had struck another member. The accused was expelled.

In cases where courts-martial are not considered warranted,

members are subject to reprimands. In the Spring of 1964, two ANP
. <

members who had been drinking at the barracks and had been "spouting

off their mouths in bars" were confined by Rockwell to quarters and

relieved of their duties at headquarters. In another case, Rockwell

"dishonorably discharged" a member for soliciting money under false

pretenses during a period when he was not on active duty with the ANP

Rockwell stated that the "American Nazi Party is and must remain

a

scrupulously legal and above reproach in all of its operations.

"
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e. Asb ents and Transfers

All ANP members are subject to transfer. A California member

was transferred to Chicago to fill a vacancy created by the desertion of

another member. In April, 1964, a storm trooper was transferred to
_ •

regional units of the ANP in the United States to revitalize these groups

f . Medals and Honors

In addition to promotions, commendatory letters and medals are

awarded. In July, 1964, several letters of commendation were given to

storm troopers at a meeting at national headquarters. At the same meeting,

a "medal of merit" and a "prison medal" were given to a storm trooper,

and a "mission medal" was awarded to three other members.

The trooper who assaulted Dr. Martin Luther King in September,
. • *

.

• 4

1962, while the latter was making a speech in Birmingham, Alabama, was
*

awarded the highest medal in the ANP--the Order of Adolf Hitler Silver

Medal.

5. Ritual

a. Salutes and Secrecy

When members enter the headquarters of the ANP, they are

required to take two steps into the room, snap to attention, place their

left hand on their belt, and extend their right hand diagonally from the

shoulder in the manner of the old Nazi salute. They then cry "Sieg Heil!

"
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ANP units also allegedly have a secret knock and a secret handshake.

In the early days of the ANP, members were given code names which

represented something similar to their real names. For instance, one

member named "Collton" was code-named "Gun.

"

b. Initiation Marking

A dramatic ritual of early initiations was supposed to consist

of a one-inch vertical razor cut on the right cheek, intended to leave
#

a scar. It was reported in. 19 59 that Rockwell's face is so marked. If

a member was determined to be a spy or if he left the organization, he

was supposed to receive a horizontal cut across the original scar

signifying a double cross.

c. Oaths

All members of the ANP are required to take the "Trooper's

Oath, " and are encouraged to take the "Drinking Oath, " the "Coffee

Oath, " and the "Cigarette Oath. "

At a typical initiation ceremony at Party headquarters,

three candles are lighted. The new inductees are then sworn in by
a

Rockwell, who reads the following oath:

’In the presence of the Great Spirit of the Universe,
and my Loyal Party Comrades, I hereby
IRREVOCABLY pledge:
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c.

TO ADOLF HITLER, the philosophical leader of the

’s fight for an idealistic and
order against the atheistical and materialistic forces

of Marxism and racial suicide. I pledge my reverencay reverence

and

'TO THE COMMANDER of Adolf'Hitter’s National

e m cou :e

and my willing obedience

.

TO MY PARTY COMRADES, throughout the

pledge absolute unto death

’TO MYSELF, as a leader of the White Man's fight,

edge a clean and manly life of honor.

TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
lovaltv and my careful comnliance with iti

•ledge m
• •

and laws until those unjust can be legally

winning the hearts of the people

"TO MY IGNORANT FELLOW WHITE MEN, who will

te and persecute me cause they have en so • «

cruelly brain-washed, I pledge my patience and m;

love.

’TO THE TRAITORS TO MY RACE AND NATION,
ledge swift and ruthless Justice. ’’

After the oath is administered, the inductees and witnesses sign

a printed copy.
- • :

1
% •

’

• • •

Rockwell has frequently expostulated against the excessive use of
- • * • * « •

alcohol. In the October, 1964, issue of ’The Rockwell Report," he declared
• . . • •

that "I now require ALL party officers to take the nondrinking oath and keep
•

it sacred as I do myself. " Other Party members are encouraged to take
K
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the nondrinking oath as veil as oaths to stop smoking and drinking coffee. The
*

oaths pertaining to smoking and coffee may be limited to a 30-day

period. This is considered by some to be more of an economy measure

than a moral one, Inasmuch as the Party pays maintenance costs at

the barracks

.

d. Greetin

Rockwell has stated that the ANP uses "Sieg Hell" Just as

other people use hello and goodbye. He objects to "Hell Hitler"

because he feels that it Is too closely related to the German nationality,

whereas many members of his group, while devoted to the ldeal6 of

Hitler, are not of German origin tr used as a regular

greeting at the beginning and the end of conversations.
.<•V“

• #•

e. Observance of Hitler's Birthda:

The ANP generally observes the birthday of its patron saint,

4

Adolf Hitler, in some fashion. On April 20, 1964, the ANP held a

birthday party in Hitler’s honor at their Arlington barracks. Out-of-

town members attended. Following a meeting and speeches, refresh-

ments were served, after which the group sang "victory songs" in the

shadow of a Nazi flag. A few years ago, Rockwell unsuccessfully

attempted to raise money to hire a pilot to etch a huge swastika in the

sky over Washington
,
D. C.

ns
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(. Flag and Bt

The ANP flag is red and white with a black swastika. In the
• • .

middle of the swastika is a blue circle with the United Nations symbol of the

globe representing the blue of the Jewish flag. According to an ANP booklet,
• t

"as they contemplate the beautiful red-white -and-black banner of our

movement, let our fighters reflect that the ugly blue circle in the maw of
*

the swastika must be crushed and digested and eliminated, and that our

reward for heroism, perseverance, and success will be the disappearance,

one day, of the ugly blue smirch on our banner.

"

As for the symbolism of Rockwell's swastika, he has stated:

"Nothing accomplishes the task like the swastika. The political drones,

profiteers, prostitutes and cowards scoot with their tails between their

legs from this hooked cross, as the devil does from holy water. " •

G. Finances

1. General'

During a telephone interview of Rockwell by a representative of

a radio station in April, 1963, Rockwell was questioned regarding financial

support for his organization. "We simply don't have money in the sense

that any other political party does and any movement does, " he replied.

'We operate simply on the little guys in the movement who go out and work

and old ladies who dip in the sugar bowl for a dollar. "
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Apparently, Rockwell's most pressing problem is the lack of

funds. Regardless of sporadic, exaggerated claimB of solvency, since

the founding of the ANP, Rockwell's chant has been "no money at all.

"

There is reportedly no logical accounting system used by the Party.

When there is money in the bank, Rockwell spends it freely. When it

is gone, he curtails his activities once again and begins critical

campaigns for additional funds.

In 1960, it reported that he and some members had for

a time subsisted on cat food. By their own admission, ANP members

regularly eat beans and canned hash. Utilities at the headquarters and

the barracks are constantly being discontinued for lack of payment,
%

and repossession is a familiar occurrence. The "hate bus" used in
a

demonstrations during 1961 was repossessed eventually by the bank.

When trying to impress people with the growing strength
*

and importance of the ANP, Rockwell brags about available funds,

the whole movement in the first three years we didn't have $10,000

ft
In

for three years. . . .it’s gone up to about $75,000. If

But, when attempting to appear as a martyr, Rockwell

changes his tune. "We have almost no money. We operate from
0

hand to mouth; I use the old fashioned Yankee ingenuity, and guts, to

replace the money that we don't have. Our whole budget for the last
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recorded year where we have all the figures.
, 000; that's for all

over United States, all travel, all publications, the living of the people
* • »

* ‘
:

1 •, » ' .

that we have professionally; that's the whole amount of money that we have.

"

2. Dues
.

•• i

The initial source of income stems from membership dues.
.

There are a $10 initiation fee
,
not always received, and dues of $5 per

month, frequently not paid, for all regular members who are employed.
* • I

Students and unemployed members, as well as wives whose husbands are

already members, are required to pay only $2. 50 per month. Active
1 «

members, besides paying dues, are urged to contribute what they can each

week from their salaries.

3 . Solicitations
.« •V

• •

Members also solicit funds from outsiders. One Party official
* »

**

ft

ft

approached his employer and requested a $5, 000 contribution to the
.

organization. The request was refused.

In 1963, two Party members traveled around the Miami area

and attempted to obtain pledges to support the AKP. They raised $160
#

cash and received pledges amounting to $150.
ft •

On Rockwell's speech-making trips throughout the United States,
• J

he solicits donations from sympathizers in various cities.
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4. Contributions

Rockwell admits he has "old friends" throughout the country

who contribute money to his cause'. In November, 1964, he made a

r *

one -day visit to Tucson, Arizona, where it was indicated he would

obtain funds from "old friends. " These contacts, of course, are

never identified.

Rockwell is consta ntly implying that he has millionaire

backers. The only known millionaire who ever assisted him is the

previously mentioned Harold Noel Arrowsmith, Jr. In November,

1956, Rockwell allegedly mailed a three-page leaflet entitled "In

Memoriami: American Conservatives" to several millionaires to

solicit support for his group . The leaflet concluded with an appeal

for money, including "maximum size bills," and stated, "The boys

and I pledge you our lives and our honor that you will be buying the

greatest value on this earth; — the return of your Country to YOU,

clean, decent, FREE, — and fun to live in once more.

"

In 1963, Rockwell made reference to a contributor who

owns a brewery in St. Louis, Missouri. However, he indicated that

this individual, together with other "big businessmen, " was waiting

w

for the Party to get off the ground before he backed it financially.

Bo
i
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An individual in Canyon, Texas, contributed $1,000 to Rockwell

In April, 1964. A man in California reportedly sent Rockwell $5, 000 as a

loan toward the publication of his book 'This Time the World. " The amount

was to be repaid from sales on the west coast. The book, however, Was

not published commercially and is not accepted for sale by most bookstores.

In February, 1964, an ANP organizer was arrested in South Bend,

Indiana, and freed on $5,000 bond. A South Bend businessman allegedly posted

the bond.

Many people are unaware of the real nature of the ANP and are

duped into contributing to it as a means of fighting communism. One
A

I

woman in New York contributed $1 , 500 before she learned the true nature

of the group.
•' •/' '

.
• « •

Besides money, other gifts are bestowed by sympathizers. The

operator of a driving school in Washington, D. C. , is reputed to contribute

a new Corvair to Rockwell every year.

5. Sale of Literature

Another source of income for the ANP is the sale of published

material. "The Rockwell Report, " which is published monthly or every

two months, sells for $1.00 per copy. The yearly subscription rate is $10.

The first edition of Rockwell's book 'This Time the World, " which was

published in January, 1962, was priced at $10 a copy. Tl®'hardbound"

*•

*
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edition still sells for this price; however, ft supposedly existent

paperback is priced at $2.98.

"The Stormtrooper," official bimonthly magazine, Bells

by subscription at $1.25 a year. Copies of other Party propaganda

are priced from one cent to fifty cents each. AMP ’’Hatenanny Hit

Records" cost ninety -nine cents apiece.

6. Use of Front Groui

In July, 1964, an ANP front group called the United White
*

Christians Majority (UWCM) was formed primarily as a fund-raising

enterprise. Board members were to contribute $1,000 each to

Rockwell. One individual from North Carolina who is vehemently

anti-Semitic and anti-Negro is known to have given $6, 600 to the
.

.'•V

ANP. Early in 1965, however, the UWCM was reported to be in

precarious financial straits itself.

H. Front Organizations

1 . General

To attract those with similar sentiments who shy away

from the symbol of the swastika and the memories evoked by the word

"Nazi," Rockwell has formed several front organizations. The two

major front groups formed by the ANP are the Fighting American
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Nationalists and the White Youth Corps, both designed tor individuals

below the ANP membership age minimum of 18.

2. Fighting American Nationalists

The Fighting American Nationalists (FAN) was formed in

Chicago, Illinois, in the Fall of I960 as a "training ground" for ultimate

membership in the ANP. Its membership was gradually expanded to include

units in New York, New York; Eloise, Florida; Philadelphia and Reading,

e

Pennsylvania; New Orleans, Louisiana; Cincinnati, Ohio; and Baltimore,

Maryland. National headquarters were located at 711 14th Street,

Northwest, Washington, D. C. Actually, the office at this address was
»

merely that of a telephone -answering service.

In November, 1962, the answering service was discontinued,

• #

and all FAN activity in the Washington, D. C. , area emanated from ANP

headquarters in Arlington, Virginia. Apparently the Arlington headquarters
i

were also responsible for guiding other FAN units throughout the country

with the exception of the Baltimore group which acted independently.

As was to be expected, FAN’S program emphasized the same

points as that of the ANP. It called for the preservation of the white race

and condemned mixing of the races, communism, the "Marxist" United Nations,

and the "surrender of both political parties to Negroes and minority groups

at the expense of the white majority. ft
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. FAN groups numbered from three to members each, with

the largest unit located in Chicago. Their activities consisted of

disseminating ANP and FAN propaganda, picketing communist organ-

izations and integrationist groups, and conducting demonstrations.

Demonstrators usually carried placards bearing such legends as ’Death

to Red Traitors, " "Gas Chamber Only Cure for Treason, " and "FAN

Supports the McCarran Act, " and on some occasions wore red, white,

and blue arm bands bearing the initials "FAN. " Several years ago, a

demonstration was conducted by the Chicago FAN group during which

a leaflet published by FAN protesting the Adolf Eichmann trial in

Israel as a "gigantic farce" and a "lynching" was distributed.

Public meetings were also held. In July, 1963, a FAN
.# * •

• «

meeting was held in a community hall in a Baltimore suburban shopping

center. Speeches were given by local FAN leaders and applications to
. V

Join FAN were distributed. The membership fee was placed at $1

plus monthly dues of $1 . Approximately 21 individuals were present,

most of whom seemed to be curiosity seekers and showed no genuine

Interest in the meeting.

Interest in FAN gradually declined, and by May, 1964, its

last remaining group in Baltimore became defunct. Members had

resigned, become interested in other organizations, or affiliated with

the ANP.
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S. White Youth Co

The White Youth Corps (WYC) was founded in October, 1961 ,
in

Chicago, Illinois. Its primary purpose is the recruitment of youths between

the ages of 14 and 18 who will eventually become members of the ANP. This

organization has had active members in Chicago, Illinois; Los Angeles,

California; Alexandria, Virginia; Atlanta, Georgia; Uniontown and

Willow Grove, Pennsylvania; Washington, D. C ; and New York, New York.

Leaders of the WYC have held such military titles as National

Commander, State Commander, and Deputy Commander. Rockwell has

backed the organization to the extent of furnishing leaflets for distribution

and some postage and office supplies. Although most of the expenses are

borne by members of the WYC, additional funds have been obtained from
j ,4V*

• 4

contributions of sympathizers and through the sale of uniform items.

At the present time, the WYC i6 considered to be within the

structure of the ANP in Illinois and for all practical purposes does not exist

/

in that area. Its current activity is confined to one man, Marlin Wayne

Thomas, a 17-year -old student at Queens College, New York City. He is

a close associate of ANP members, aid in the Fall of 1964 picketed the

New York City headquarters of the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), a

civil rights group, protesting what he termed "race -mixing” on the part of

CORE.
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4. United White Christians ori

In July, 1064, Rockwell held a secret meeting near

Nicholasville, Kentucky, attended by six ANP members and a

dozen individuals from all sections of the country. At this meeting,

a new financial front group for the ANP was famed called the

United White Christians Majority (UWCM). Cecil Odom, a former

radio announcer, was made president and chairman.

The UWCM headquarters were originally located at the

Dodge House in Washington, D. C. ,
and the organization is self-

ctescribed as a "political lobbying group. ” One of its objectives is

the repeal of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and members have been

engaged in soliciting signatures and contributions for this cause.
t •*. •-

«• •

In February, 1965, the UWCM was in serious financial difficulties

and closed it6 office in the Dodge House. Odom requested that his

mail be forwarded to a post office box in Washington, D. C.

I. ilinter Groups
" J

Rockwell has considerable difficulty with dissenters. In

January, 1964, six members of the ANP signed a "Petition for the

Redress of Grievances" addressed to Rockwell. The petition pointed

out certain weaknesses in ANP accomplishments, took Rockwell to

task for his "one man rule" and demand for "unblinding loyalty" to
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himself, and suggested that the Party structure be altered so it would be

governed by a board of directors. Two of the signers were dismissed from

the Party. The remainder resigned.

1 . American National Party

Since the formation of the ANP, some dissidents have left the

Party and formed opposition groups. In 1961, three former members went

to New York City, where they formed an organisation called the American

National Party. A fourth defector later joined them. The membership

which never exceeded four finally dwindled to one.

2. United States Nationalist Party

Another group formed by dissident members was originally
*

called the Nationalist Party. Founded in September, 1961, in New York City,
P

it was openly anticommunist but secretly anti-Semitic and joined with other

organizations in anticommunist demonstrations to give the appearance of
# »

* C

strength. The Nationalist Party disbanded in 1963 but was reactivated in

the Spring of 1964 under a new title, the United States Nationalist Party (USNP)

utilizing Post Office Box 443, Lenox Hill Station, New York City. Its

present leader is Luke Dommer. The USNP has no actual headquarters or

official membership, publishes an occasional newsletter, and engages in

picketing demonstrations.
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Early In 1064, several former ANP members formed the

White Party of America (WPA) with headquarters at 1216 New York

Avenue, Northwest, Washington, D. C. Its purpose is the preservation
• •

of the white race and the creation of a strong political instrument in

America. The organization was officially launched on April 11, 1064,

when it sponsored picketing in Washington, D. C.
,
Richmond, Virginia,

and Baltimore, Maryland, against civil rights demonstrations. It is

governed by a five-man national council with a "Leader," "Deputy Leader,"

and "National Secretary" as its executive officers. Meetings are held

at its headquarters every two weeks, and the organization also operates

the White Book Store from this address selling ffright wing" books and

pamphlets. Two copies of "The White Letter, " official publication of

the WPA, have been published. There are indications that the WPA is

presently in financial difficulties and may not be able to renew its lease at

the New York Avenue address.
_

J. Contact with Other Extremist Groups

1. General
- •_

- ** ~ ~ r> y
-

... HIv

Rockwell has no respect for other right extremist groups and

considers them ineffectual cowards. According to him, "while the rest

of the ’right-wing* has tried to ’fight’ the red-and-black revolution in
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private rallies, prayer meetings and in literature, we have been standing up

to this fight in the STREETS, out where they are trampling our flag, our

Constitution and our White Race. " There is no doubt that Rockwell aspires

to gain absolute control of all rightist groups . Be considers that he is

<

training an elite right extremist corps that will be capable of militarily

crushing all opposition when the "revolution" occurs.

Klan organizations, the National States Rights Party, and other

extremist groups shy away from any open alliance with Rockwell, not

because they do not hate as much but because the ANP carries the stigma

that it is a foreign*oriented group. Rockwell’s adoration of Hitler and his

flaunting of the swastika have driven a wedge that has cut him off from much

of the extreme right wing.

2. Klan Organizations
. _ •

Contacts with Klan members have been on an individual basis

and have in no way been sanctioned by Klan officials. Indicative of the

antipathy between the Klan and the ANP was the last*minute failure of Klan

representatives to join the ANP in activities associated with the Committee of

One Million Caucasians to March on Congress in July, 1964. This march was

planned and sponsored by a committee composed of a group of klansmen under
*

the direction of the United Klans of America. It was designed as a counter-

demonstration to the August, 1963, civil rights March on Washington.
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Rockwell and his troopers were Invited to Join. Keenly attuned to the

publicity value of such participation, Rockwell agreed and obtained a

permit to use the Sylvan Theater on the Washington Monument grounds

on July 5, 1084, The klansmen failed to show up, as Rockwell said

t

bitterly, at their own party, and the proceedings were conducted

entirely by disappointed and angry members of the ANP. lashing out

at the segregationists, Rockwell said, "Our cause is almost ridiculous

We are ridiculous.

"

3. Nation of Islam

Because Rockwell and Elijah Muhammad, leader of a Negro

nationalist group called the Nation of Islam, both espouse segregation,

Rockwell at one time affected an interest in the Nation of Islam. In

July
, 1961 ,

he and 19 members of the ANP attended a rally of the

Nation of Islam in Washington, D. C. , without incident. Rockwell*6 intent
V

was to try to convince a large group of Negroes they Bhould return to •

Africa. At this time, Rockwell went so far as to call Elijah Muhammad

the "Adolf Hitler of the Black Men. " Rockwell and some of his followers

again attended the national convention of the Nation of Islam in

February, 1962. However, in March, 1964, Rockwell reversed his stand

claiming that the Black Nationalist movement under Elijah Muhammad

had been completely captured by the communists.

it
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Rockwell’s antipathy is not devoted exclusively toward extremist

groups. It includes the whole right wing which Rockwell states is a

"mixture of everything. " *1 think, " he brags, "that most of the right wing

in secret ballot would vote for me right now.

"

Rockwell has made the following characterizations of organizations

and prominent figures in the right-wing movement:

"General Walker is a very great man but he is inarticulate

and politically naive.

"

"William Buckley is worse than useless; he is working
for the Jews.

"

"The Birch Society is sort of a kindergarten for the

Nazi Party."

"Robert Welch of the Birch Society

and a 'bourgeoisie of the right wing

concerned with taxes.

"

• I

.
<•

°a
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. THREAT POSED BY AMERICAN NAZI PARTY

There does not appear to be anything in Rockwell's early

background that explains or w ants the hatred he is spreading in this

country. By his own admission, during his formative years, his contacts

with Jews and Negroes were minimal and uneventful. When being

questioned in various press interviews as to his reasons and motives,

Rockwell never gives identical explanations and is unable to point to any

single incident in his life that gave rise to such vindictiveness against

other human beings. His variety of answers indicates that the reasons

must be found within the psyche of this disturbed personality.

George Lincoln Rockwell is a professional bigot, a "con" man,

^ —

a malcontent, and a chronic failure, who will stop at nothing to gain

notoriety and even power. His scholastic record was not an enviable

one. His degree of artistic talent was insufficient to guarantee fame.

His business ventures, marriages, and attempts to penetrate and

control extremist groups met with complete failure. Even his military

service ended in disrepute. From rented and dilapidated quarters

emblazoned with Hitler's corroded swastika, this impoverished "man
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of destiny" surrounds himself with a handful of deranged, Lilliputian tyrants

and proclaims a magic "Nordic" superiority.

To avoid legal interference which would destroy his "political

creation, " Rockwell tries to convey an impression of absolute nonviolence.

He vehemently denies that violence plays any part in his organization. He

is extremely careful to avoid violating the law and claims that his troopers

are instructed that offensive acts of violence will precipitate dismissal from

theANP. "I too smart to go against the law, " said Rockwell in a

telephone interview conducted by a college paper. "Everything I do is done

in accordance to my rights. "

Behind a facade of peace, the ANP maintains on it6 premises

revolvers, automatic pistols, shotguns, and rifles. It is a bigoted, vicious,
• V*

• 4

predatory group that deliberately provokes breaches of the peace and riotous

action. Its leader is a man of unleashed invectives and vitriolic language who in

December, 1964, wrote that he would not hesitate to do anything "absolutely

ANYTHING" and "that includes doing what I know will result in my own

death-> if it will help our people survive. " He has been known to erupt from

ANP headquarters brandishing guns at hecklers. He is a man whose tongue

and pen are jagged weapons of slow destruction. He laughs as he speaks

threateningly of gas chambers, hangings, depriving citizens of their

homes and heritage, and rendering human beings into soap.
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-Rockwell and his troopers thoroughly enjoy contemplating the

cruelty they plan to inflict on those whom they dislike. Once, when

questioned about an implication that Government officials in Washington
I

^

»

should be shot, Rockwell said he would start with the President "go on

down and then start up again* -any way you want; anyone working for

international communism, like Jack Kennedy did in Cuba, should be

shot. " Some members of this group have been known to wear fast-draw
%

holsters and guns to Party meetings.

In the early days of the ANP, a public, stunned by the ravings

of a disinterred Hitler, questioned Rockwell's sanity. In July, 1960,

Rockwell was arrested in Washington, D. C., on disorderly conduct

charges and committed to a hospital for mental observation. The .
t

following month the attending psychiatrists adjudged him sane and

competent to stand trial. He prepared leaflets and pamphlets reflecting
s

v

on his experience and showing how he outwitted hospital authorities and

proved his sanity.

George Lincoln Rockwell is a shrewd small mind inflated

into a national nuisance by undeserved publicity. He is a braggart and

bully, who tries to delude his maladjusted followers into believing they

are crusaders. "Let us teach the traitors and rats and pygmies once

more," writes Rockwell, "to cringe in terror in their huts and pray,
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Lord save us from the fury of the men of the North. ” One of these stalwarts

went to Atlanta, Georgia, in 1961 to picket a high school, fie told the

captain of police he had come to picket and asked how many days he would

have to serve if arrested. When advised that such sentences were meted

out in years not days, he handed his placard to the officer and scurried

away

Though small in numbers and influence, the ANP is a dangerous

organization of misfits who are psychologically and physically capable of

perpetrating acts of violence. In December, 1963, Rockwell personally

evaluated 27 members and former members of the ANP. He described

them variously as vicious, irresponsible, beset with delusions, thieves.

liars, uncontrollable, desperate, irrational, murderers, and potential
« *

•

murderers. The statements of ANP leaders and the literature issued by the

ANP clearly indicate that if this organization is ever in a position to do so,

these American Nazis --like the Nazis of'Hitler's Germany—will follow

through with their obnoxious objectives of liquidating all whom they consider

inferior.

It is well to remember that in his early days Adolf Hitler, like

Rockwell, was ridiculed and scorned. When he staged a Party convention

in Munich early in 1923, the commanding generals refused to recognize

so heterogeneous and rowdy a mob. Decorated with swastika-inscribed

i
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arm bands, black leather boots, and belts reminiscent of the old army,

they were described as looking like boy Bcouts well past the age limit.

We would do well to heed the American Nazi Party and to remember

that history Is replete with incidents where a nucleus of an organization

and the "right" conditions merged to shake the foundations of the

world.
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